How the East Asia media debates the Asian past in the present

Saturday 31 May, 2-6pm

Over the last six decades the issue of World War Two history has stood as an impediment to international relations in East Asia. The portrayal of the war in contemporary East Asia media remains a key driver behind the creation of political identity, national consciousness and the formation of historical attitudes. This conference will analyse the role print journalism and television media play in the production of these everyday beliefs about history in East Asia.

Participants will include:
Mr Ohno Hirohito, Asahi Shimbun
Ms Deng Hanneng, Shenzen Daily
Mr Wang Yao, China Youth Daily
Mr Na Jong-Ha, Former Deputy Political Editor of SBS
Ms C L Chiang, China Times
Dr Kim Seung-young, The Chosun Ilbo
Dr Chang Bi-yu, United Daily News
Mr Mori Chiharu, The Yomiuri Newspaper
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